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Introduction

This report provides guidance on Demand Control Kitchen Ventilation (DCKV) systems in commercial food service facilities. The report explains how DCKV works and describes the components of a typical system. Demand Control Kitchen Ventilation (DCKV) systems appropriate the degree of ventilation according to temperature and effluent sensed in each kitchen hood. Demand control kitchen ventilation often reduces fan energy by more than 50% and may additionally reduce conditioning loads for these spaces by 20% or more. Multiple case studies have already been performed.

Demand Control Ventilation for Commercial Kitchen Hoods
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In the quick service restaurant market sector there was a large percentage energy drop at each site but a significantly lower energy savings. Guidance on Demand Controlled Kitchen Ventilation

Better

This report provides guidance on Demand Control Kitchen Ventilation (DCKV) systems in commercial food service facilities. The report explains how DCKV works and describes the components of a typical system. It also discusses important factors that affect the amount of benefit an owner and operator might get by installing a DCKV system.

Demand Control Ventilation

Unified Brands EcoAzur

Demand Control Kitchen Ventilation (DCKV) The Avtec EcoAzur takes DCKV to a new level of performance maximizing your energy savings in off-peak operational hours where cooking demand is low to idle. Its evolutionary design is easy to maintain and easy to install and start up. Save energy the smart way.

EcoArch Energy Efficient Commercial Kitchen Ventilation Program Guide

Commercial Kitchen Ventilation Program Guide
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The availability of additional product energy performance test and field monitoring data

3 Definitions and Acronyms

This section includes a list of working definitions and acronyms used throughout this document.

HVAC – Guide to Demand Control Ventilation

To make rational use of energy the ventilation rate can be reduced when the space is only partially occupied. Demand Controlled Ventilation (DCV) is a ventilation control strategy that provides automatic reduction of outdoor air intake below design rates when the actual occupancy of spaces served by the system is less than design occupancy.

Demand Control Ventilation Application Guide

For significant experience in Demand Control Ventilation (DCV) projects. Information and guidance here is based on those past success and challenges. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with building automation products and systems from Siemens Industry Inc.

How this Guide is Organized

This application guide contains the following chapters:

- 2015 – 2016 Demand Control Kitchen Ventilation
- About Typical power demand and savings from one exhaust fan due to a DCKV retrofit in a hotel kitchen. Source: Southern California Edison
- Demand Control Ventilation for Commercial Kitchen Hoods 2009
- To learn more about these technologies and the savings potential read EPA’s DCKV Technology Profile PDF 313KB
- Criteria Development Process
- Demand Control Ventilation DCV Technology for Kitchens
- Gaylord’s Demand Control Ventilation DCV technology can greatly reduce a commercial kitchen’s operational and utility costs by conserving energy through the reduction of exhaust and makeup air.
- Efficient cost effective and easy to use.
- Gaylord hoods are all manufactured as DCV Ready.
- Call today to learn more.
- Commercial Kitchen Ventilation Controls amp Energy Solutions
- The engineer was Steve Melink the year was 1989. Steve got to work inventing Intelli Hood and setting the standard for demand control kitchen ventilation systems.
- Since then Melink Corp has made more than 25,000 kitchen hoods more intelligent – with an average electricity savings of 65%.
- BESA revamps kitchen ventilation guidance


BESA The increasing use of ‘smart’ technologies has led to the development of a new section on ‘demand controlled’ kitchen ventilation There have also been several modifications made to the guidance on pollution control to reflect new thinking on indoor air quality and the level of permissible toxins in breathable air DCKV Technology Profile Energy Star Technology Profile Demand Control Kitchen Ventilation DCKV Introduction and Emerging Technology Award Evaluation Demand Control Kitchen Ventilation DCKV 1 is a method of modulating the speed and therefore the energy consumption of commercial kitchen ventilation CKV DCKV products compare favorably against Demand Controlled Ventilation for Kitchens Prism Engineering Demand Controlled Ventilation for Kitchens KITCHEN VENTILATION OVERVIEW In commercial kitchens exhaust hoods are used to remove the smoke heat and odours generated from cooking To maintain a suitable pressure in the kitchen space makeup air is typically brought in from the outside to replace the air removed by the exhaust hood Demand Control Ventilation – What When and Where Is a Demand? Controlled Kitchen Ventilation DCKV System Appropriate for Your Restaurant 14 Do you know the total exhaust air flow rate in cfm for your exhaust hoods Do you know your nameplate horsepower of the exhaust and makeup fans Engage an energy professional YES NO Is a Demand? Controlled Kitchen Ventilation DCKV
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